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In this document, we include more information and details about our paper. We first discuss the
broader impacts and the limitations. Then, we provide further experimental details and data prepro-
cessing details of the proposed VGA dataset. We also provide additional qualitative experimental
results and the license information of the images shown in the paper.

1 BROADER IMPACTS

Our work is dedicated to studying the visual attribute recognition problem in the context of large
pretrained models. This carries potential social impact as advances in image-text large language
modeling translates to stronger models that are better at capturing and encoding sensitive infor-
mation. For example, in a text-only modeling context, Bard or ChatGPT oftentimes must process
user inputs containing sensitive information such as race, politics, and personal identity. We are
aware that our research focusing on extracting structural information from large language models
can also be used to gather such sensitive information. Users could potentially use our research to
gather and process information on the attributes of a person, a social group, or any visually or tex-
tually meaningful instances. It is critical that the research community is aware of these risks and
community-driven supervision is present to avoid misuse.

2 LIMITATIONS

Our generative prompting approach is specifically designed for tasks where the assumed lengths
of answers or prompts are similar. Since the sum of log probabilities in L(gen) is influenced by
the length of the text, the approach is biased towards shorter answers. In the context of attribute
prediction tasks, the assumption of similar lengths holds true, allowing us to treat attribute prompt
optimization as joint probability optimization in a graph model. This task formulation sets it apart
from VQA tasks, which typically involve multiple-choice questions with answers of varying lengths.
It is worth noting that this limitation does not undermine our main contribution, which is the de-
velopment of a novel adaptation framework that combines prefixLM pre-training with generative
prompting for attribute recognition problems.

3 EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

We finetune the model for the results shown in Tab. 2 and Tab. 3. The general methodology is
described in Sec. 3.4 and the model architecture details are introduced in Sec. 4.1. We supplement
the additional fine-tuning details in this section.

For the additional parameters µc and σc in Sec. 3.4, we initialize µc using -15.0 and σc using 0.5,
inspired by the values we observed in Fig. 4 (which shows −L(gen)(v, t) for sorting purpose, will
clarify in camera-ready). The initial values roughly transform the logits pc to zero mean and scale
the standard deviation to 6.0. To finetune the model, we use a batch size of 4, a maximum text length
of 16, a weight-decay of 0.01. We use the Adafactor optimizer with β1 = 0.9 and β2 = 0.999, and a
learning rate of 1e-5 linearly decayed to zero in 100k training steps, which are roughly 1.8 training
epochs. All experiments are conducted on single machine armed with TPUv3 with the average time
to fine-tune a model being 7 hours.
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4 DATA PREPROCESSING FOR THE VGA DATASET

To construct the two datasets, Visual Genome Attributes - attribute ranking (VGA-A) and Visual
Genome Attributes - object ranking (VGA-O), we first extract object entities from each Visual
Genome image annotation. For both datasets, we build the ground truth set of attribute-object pair-
ings by coupling the entity name with each of the entity’s list of attributes. We then expand this set
of attribute-object pairings to make up a 50-choice ranking problem by adding to it fake pairings.
For VGA-A, we pair the object name with attributes that are inapplicable in the context of the image,
and for VGA-O, we pair the correct attributes to inapplicable object names. To make the problem
challenging, these false pairings are selected in accordance to the dataset’s conditional probability
P (object|attribute) or P (attribute|object), i.e. for a given object or attribute, we select from top
to bottom attribute-object pairings that are most likely to occur in the Visual Genome dataset. If
a selected attribute-object pairing exists on the current image, either on the current object/attribute
or on another object/attribute, we do not add this pairing to the set of 50 as a fake pairing. And if
the given object or attribute does not appear often in Visual Genome and there is not enough fake
pairings to make up the 50 choices, we then add objects or attributes according to the dataset prior
P (object) or P (attribute) to fill the rest of the choices. For both VGA-A and VGA-O, we obtain
770,721 entities for training, 32,299 entities for testing, and 7,997 entities for validation. The splits
and the generated annotations for VGA will be made publicly available to help others to reproduce
our experiments and to conduct further research on this challenging dataset.

5 MORE QUALITATIVE EXAMPLES

We provide more examples to compare our zero-shot prompting methods, we also include the re-
sults from the fully-supervised method SCoNE [14] trained on the VAW dataset. Fig. 1 shows the
results. Some interesting observations can be made. First, VAW is still a closed domain dataset,
lacking in the coverage of long-tailed attributes. In example (2), our generative prompting predicts
“decorative”, “antique”, and “bamboo”, which are visually salient and grammatically correct. How-
ever, the ground-truth annotation does not include these two options. Second, compared to others,
generative prompting can surface some of the most significant attributes in the examples. For ex-
ample, “in the background”, “decorative”, “worn”, or “closed”. However, many predictions of the
contrastive prompting method are visually imperceptible or incorrect, such as arch-shaped, standing,
partially-eaten, water.
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Figure 1: More qualitative examples on the VAW dataset. Generative and Contrastive use zero-
shot prompting while baseline SCoNE [14] is trained on the VAW dataset.
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6 IMAGE ATTRIBUTION

In this paper we display several images from the VAW dataset. The Flickr links and the license
information for these images can be found in Tab. 1. We thank the original photographers for
sharing their photos.

Table 1: Flickr links and license of the images.
Flickr link User License
Paper Fig. 4 (from left to right, top to bottom)
https://www.flickr.com/photos/mount_otz/31929683/ mount otz CC BY-NC-SA 2.0
https://www.flickr.com/photos/jenny-pics/2381135314/ jenny-pics CC BY 2.0
https://www.flickr.com/photos/worldofjan/2984166899/ worldofjan CC BY-NC 2.0
https://www.flickr.com/photos/23909838@N02/3363471858/ 23909838@N02 CC BY-SA 2.0
Supplementary materials Fig. 1 (from top to bottom)
https://www.flickr.com/photos/felipelopez/2660779383/ felipelopez CC BY-NC 2.0
https://www.flickr.com/photos/afagen/2269170288/ afagen CC BY-NC-SA 2.0
https://www.flickr.com/photos/nbarcet/2172355975/ nbarcet CC BY 2.0
https://www.flickr.com/photos/dammit_jack/1523816737/ dammit jack CC BY-NC 2.0
https://www.flickr.com/photos/mjhagen/4347200481/ mjhagen CC BY 2.0
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